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1. Introduction
The area at slake in this paper, continental northwestern
Europe, has its earliest traces of occupation going hack to
Oxygen Isotope Stage (OIS) 13 to 15 (Roehroeks and Van
Roll schoten 1994; Tuffreau and Antoine 1995). Middle
Palaeolithic industries, as characterised hy the occurrence of
fu l ly developed Levallois technology, seem to start about
3()(),<)00 years ago. in OIS 8 and continue up into OIS 3,
thus encompassing a period of roughly 250.000 years
(Tuffreau 1992).
Many sites Irom both the Lower and the Middle Palaeo-
lithic are known in the area which played a pioneering role
during the early development of prehistoric archaeology.
Ficldwork in caves near Liège led Schmerling to the
conclusion that humankind had co-existed with now extinct
animals long before the Earth had assumed i ts 'modern'
form, but it was many years of work by Boucher de Perthes,
in the Somme valley, that eventually convinced the wider
scientific community of such a co-existence.
Since the days of these pioneers much research has been
done on the Palaeolithic archaeology of the area, and on its
geological context. As a result, the various loess- and river
terrace sequences from main river valleys, such as the
Somme. Meuse and Rhine , are known in quite some detail.
Palaeolithic archaeologists working in this area can use these
sequences to correlate sites wi th in t ime slices. These are,
in general, finer than those at dispos.il m. for instance, the
classical Aquitaine-caves area (Turq, this volume). But
despite many advances in the stratigraphy of loess- and river
deposits, and despite improvements in. for instance,
biostratigraphy (Van Kolfschoten I99()a) and Chronometrie
dat ing methods (Aitken 1990, 1995), the structure of the
regional archaeological record nevertheless makes working
with tine 'ethnographic' time slices impossible: assigning
Middle Palaeolithic sites to t ime units finer than 20.000-
30.000 years is currently not feasible, wi th the exception of
the Eem interglacial, where palaeoenvironmental data give
us a finer chronological resolution, of about 10,000 years.
Parallel to this low chronological resolution on a regional
level (cf. Stern 1993 for the East African Lower Palaeolithic-
record), our region contains many sites where we can
observe ethnographic 'snapshots' of five minutes of
fl intknapping or of a short butchering episode: Biache-Saint-
Vaast and Maastricht-Belvédère are jus t two examples,
both from (respectively the end and the beginning of) OIS 7
(see below). Both site complexes are also time averaged
accumulations of material remains, of minutes, days, years.
up ti l l thousands of years, depending on the specific
excavation areas, find levels and/or the geological positions
one is referring to.
In this paper we wil l present evidence on the environmen-
tal backgrounds in which people were present and sites were
formed in the Middle Palaeolithic (Section 3). We will try
to distill some information from the former use of these
landscapes in the Middle Palaeolithic (Section 4), bearing in
mind that the low chronological resolution mentioned sets
serious limits to studies of the ways former groups moved
through the various landscapes. The sites that yield the
primary data are present in sedimentary envelopes, and any
consideration of their evidence needs a critical evaluation
of such sedimentary contexts (cf. Mussi. this volume).
We will start our paper therefore with a brief evaluation of
sedimentary contexts and the chronological positioning of
sites (Section 2).
2. The sedimentological setting
Middle Palaeolithic sites have been recovered from various
sedimentary settings in this area, each with individual
histories of site preservation, and hence with specific
consequences tor interpretation of the archaeology. Fine-
grained river and lake deposits are ideal envelopes for a good
preservation of flint- and bone scatters This is exemplified
by the intra-Saalian (OIS 7) river-valley sites of Maastricht-
Belvédère and Biaehe-Saint-Vaast, or the last interglacial
(OIS 5e) Iakeshore locale Lehringen, one of a series of
Eemian lakes in the northern part of Germany, in a landscape
'bulldozed' by the Saalian inland-ice in OIS 6. Travertine
springs cue.isc archaeological finds, leading to a very good
preservation of organic remains .11 sites such as Ehringsdorf
and Stuttgart-Bad Canstatt. More common are sites in a
loessic matrix, such as at Biache-Saint-Vaast (upper levels).
Riencourt-les-Bapaume and Beauvais in northern France,
Rheindahlen, Ariendorf and the Neuwied Basin volcano
sites in Germany, and Maastricht-Belvédère Site J in the
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Netherlands. Karstic envelopes are especially well known
trom Germany (e.g., the Feldhofer Grotte with the Neander-
thal remains) and from Belgium, where a large number of'
cave sites, including the famous one at Spy, were excavated
during the nineteenth century. In northern France, such caves
are only rarely visible, as a result of the thickness of the
loessic cover (the Abri de la Grande Chambre near Hydrequent
(Boulonnais, Pas-de-Calais) being an exception). Finally,
head sediments preserved traces of occupation at sites as
La Cotte de St. Brélade (Jersey), Cotentin and Le Mont Dol
(Brittanny).
The various sedimentary settings have implications for the
character of the archaeology preserved at different locales,
as the rate of sedimentation is an important factor in the
genesis of (stratigraphically defined) assemblages. A low
sedimentation rate may for instance lead to the formation of
palimpsest assemblages, such as seems to be the case in
many caves, whereas a high sedimentation rate can result in
a stratigraphie isolation of short depositional events. At
multi-level sites, such as Biache-Saint-Vaast for instance,
the differences in artefact densities documented throughout
the sequence are at least to some degree related to changes
in rates of sedimentation, with high rates of sedimentation
creating 'poor' find levels, and low sedimentation rates or
phases of stability causing an accumulation of cultural
materials and thus 'richer' levels. Environments with a high
degree of semi-continuous sedimentation can be expected to
yield highly variable assemblages because of the resulting
stratigraphie isolation of events. In the open air, such
environments are also more suitable for horizontal isolation
of depositional events, such as those recorded at Maastricht-
Belvédère, which are less likely to occur in spatially
constrained locations such as caves and abris.
Sediments furthermore differ in terms of climatic biases,
i.e. in the range of climatic conditions that they are bound to
document. Loess, a sediment deposited under dry and generally
cold climatic conditions, generally will not preserve any
interglacial occupation in a form that wil l be recognisable as
such, whilst head and karstic settings have a greater range.
The greatest range of climatic documentation is provided by
fine-grained fluvial deposits Well-preserved sites dating to
temperate periods can only be found in such deposits,
whereas travertines exclusively date from warm-temperate
settings (OIS 7 and OIS 5e) in our working area. In actual
fact, the last interglacial (OIS 5e) here is virtually only
known from travertine and lacustrine sediments, and hardly
from any river deposits, in contrast to earlier interglacials.
In the case of the Netherlands, this may be related to the
specific sea level rise history of the Eemian. As a result of
this, major rivers only reached an equil ibrium profile late in
the Eemian, and thus only l i t t le sediment was deposited as
compared to earlier interglacials. Such factors have to be
dealt with when charting the presence and absence of
Palaeolithic hominids over Pleistocene landscapes.
It is also worthwhile stressing here that the majority of
terrestrial sedimentary sequences are dominated by hiatuses.
and that in general only small parts of Pleistocene time are
represented by deposits in such terrestrial sett ings. This may
sound like a t r ivial observation, but judging from the way
sections of archaeological sites are often interpreted, many
workers st i l l seem to assume that sedimentary sequences
were formed very gradually and that they represent Pleisto-
cene time in an almost linear way. In actual fact, many
studies suggest that terrestrial sedimentation was rather
episodal. with short pulses of high sedimentation rates
separated from each other by long intervals of stasis and/or
erosion (cf. Turq, this volume, for a comparable view on the
geological record of the Aquitaine area).
Finally, we have to bear in mind that the largest part of
Middle Palaeolithic finds in this area were retrieved from
surface scatters, generally believed to be of little relevance
for the study of early human behaviour. This kind of
evidence has been neglected for a long time, and although
systematic studies are in their infancy, preliminary results are
very promising in terms of the informative value of surface
siles (Kolen et al., this volume).
3. The environmental background to Middle
Palaeolithic occupation
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The environmental tolerances of the Middle and Late Pleis-
tocene occupants of northern Europe, where climatic
fluctuations of the Pleistocene had a huge impact, have been
dealt with in quite some detail by various workers (e.g.,
(iambic 1986, 1987, 1995; Roebrocks et al. I992a; Tuffreau
1992; Gamble and Roebroeks, this volume). These contributions
basically deal with the question of whether 'archaic'
hominids were able to survive in interglacial, forested
environments, or whether they were limited to open steppe
environments, where large herds of prey species afforded a
considerable natural ' fall-out ' for the scavengers that some
workers hold them to have been. The environmental setting
of the Palaeolithic occupation of the area reviewed here
has been presented and extensively discussed in a review
by Roebroeks et al. (1992a). That paper, and the comments
upon it, treated in considerable detail such topics as the
palaeo-ecological assessment of landscapes, the variability of
interglacials (e.g.. oceanic high sea-level interglacials versus
more 'continental' low sea level ones, see Zagwijn 1989)
and the relationship between various climatic settings and
post-depositional processes. The following survey is based
on the Middle Palaeolithic evidence presented in that Current
Anthropology paper, updated and with some additional
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remarks, especially on sites in Northern France (cf. TulTrcau
1992).
3.2 I H I SAAI IAN 'Minni i PAI AI 01 n i n e ' (OIS 8 TO 6)
Early Saalian artefacts have been recovered from deposits in
the Karl Schneider quarry at Ariendorf (Middle Rhine area.
Germany). Silty deposits in the top part of Rhine Middle
Terrace sediments yielded a small l i th ic assemblage associated
with fauna dominated by horse, woolly rhinoceros anil large
bovids (Ariendorf l ) , comparable to fauna recovered from
loess deposits in the Neuwied Basin (Turner 1986. 1989).
The mega- and micro-mammalian fauna indicate an open
environment with herbaceous vegetation during a very cold
cl imatic phase. Among the Ariendorf I small mammals,
ground squirrel (S. cf. iindulaiiis). hamster (('. cru élus cf.
praeglacialis), and the lemmings /). gulielini and Lemmiis
lemmas are present. These species live in either open tundra
or steppe hiotopes (Van Kolfschoten 199()a. b) today. On the
b.isis of the loess stratigraphy and the biostratigraphy of the
small mammals, the site may date to the first cold phase of
the Saalian (OIS 8). and the Ariendorf fauna is one of the
first occurences of the mammoth-steppe fauna (Gamble and
Roebroeks. t h i s volume; Guthrie 1990)
Evidence for relatively early 'cold period' settlement of
Northern Europe also comes from a site m south-central
Belgium, Mesvin IV, near the city of Mons (Cahen and
Michel 1986). This site w i th in the Mesvin terrace has yielded
a concentration of Middle Palaeolithic artefacts and bones
Both the Hin t s and the bones have been subjected to lateral
displacement, but the large number of refitted artefacts, the
freshness of the artefacts, and taphonomic study of the hones
(van Neer 1986) indicate that disturbance was m i n i m a l .
Mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, horse, reindeer, bison, and
Arctic fox, among other species, comprise this early Saalian
fauna, indicating that the hominid occupation took place in a
cold and open, probably steppe-like, environment.
Since 1980, a series of well-preserved archaeological sites
have been excavated at the Maastricht-Belvédère loess and
gravel pit (Roebroeks 1988; Roebroeks et til. I992b). The
pit is located at the southern tip of the Netherlands, in the
northern /one of the European loess belt. The main find layer
is s i tua ted in fine-grained f luviat i le deposits of the River
Maas that have been dated by several independent lines of
evidence (e.g., biostratigraphy, electron spin resonance (ESR)
and thermoluminescence (TL). The interglacial Middle
Palaeolithic industry, sometimes associated with faunal
remains, has a TL date on burnt Hin ts of 250,000 ± 22,(X)0
years bp (Huxtable 1993). The conjoining studies of the
lithic assemblages have yielded spectacular results, clearly
pointing to the in situ character of the assemblages. The
interglacial character of the hominid occupation is well
attested by the vertebrates, with (Muv sp.. straighi-tusked
elephant, steppe rhinoceros, red deer, roe deer, and giant deer
present, logether with the garden dormouse E. quen inn\.
('. xl(iri'(iln\ and E. orhicuhiris. and alongside more than 70
species of molluscs, and charcoal of ash (l-'ni\iniis sp.) and
oak ((Jui-n-//v sp.) (Van Kolfschoten and Roebroeks 1985;
Roebroeks 1988; Vandenberghe et al. 1993). According to
the results of the malacological anaKses. hominid occupation
took place in the climatic optimum of the intcrglacial (Meijer
198?).
The travertine quarries at Ehringsdorf. near Weimar, have
been producing large amounts ol faunul remains for almost
two centuries (Steiner 1979). The age of the lower and upper
travertines has been repeatedly debated (e.g.. Steiner 1979;
Cook et al. I982; Mania 1988). Judging from the small
mammals (Van Kolfschoten I99()a). the lower travertines
seem to pre-date the Eemian interglacial and may correlate
w i t h the interglacial deposits at Maastricht-Belvédère.
Uranium-series dating of the occupation layers w i t h ash and
charcoal in the lower travertines seems to support this OIS 7
interpretation, giving ages in the range of 200 to 250 Kyr bp
(Brunnacker et ui. 1983; Blackwell and Schwäre/ 1986;
Schwarcv et al. 1988). Excavations in the lower t r a v e r t i n e s
revealed six / / ; \itii archaeological hori/ons associated w i t h
cranial and post-cranial remains of several hominid ind iv idua ls
The large amounts of floral anil fauna l remains overwhelm-
ingly point to fully interglacial conditions for the lower
travertines. More specifically, studies of the floral remains
have placed the occupation layers in the c l imat ic optimum of
this interglacial, the mixed-oak forest phase (Steiner 1979).
The travertines from Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt are probably
comparable in age to the lower travertines at Ehringsdorf.
Leaves and fruits of Hii\it\ seinpervirens and remains of
/:'. orhicnlarix are only two indicators of the interglacial
character of the travertines and their enclosed archaeological
remains. We can furthermore mention the presence of Quer-
<'i/.v rohur. ('. helnliis. U/nui\ sp., ct. I'lcroctinii IniMiiifoliu
and Fmxinus excelsior among the floral remains and
/) A/cr / i />rn , '< i / iw\ and /-.'. antique among the fauna (Wagner
1984. 1990; Adam et til. 1986).
The end of Stage 7 and beginning of the following cold
stage, of the Saale complex (OIS 6). are documented at the
important si te ot Biache-Saint-Vaast. between Arras and
Douai in Northern France. This multi level site was excavated
during the seventies, in ,i series ol rescue operations
(Tuffreau and Somme 1988). The fluvial deposits of a lower
terrace of the Scarpe River, and the lower part of its loessic
cover, yielded a very rich Middle Palaeolithic industry and
large amounts of faunal remains, among which two trag
mentary human skulls were identified. The mammalian fauna
is dominated by bovids. rhinoceros, and bear, altogether
representing 9()'7r of the identified remains (Auguste 1988).
Auguste's study of the faunal assemblage from level II base
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(the upper part of the fluvial deposits) shows thai the majority
of the animals were adults, and represented by all body
parts, which is interpreted as evidence for hunt ing activities.
Biache could constitute one of the few Palaeolithic sites with
evidence for bear hunting (Auguste 1992). Cut marks are
frequent on the bones of rhinos, bovids and especially bears,
where cutmarks on the metapodes could indicate that the
hominids were after their furs. The stratigraphy of the site
indicates a Saalian age, which agrees well with the results of
absolute dating: a TL date on burnt fl ints places the site at
175 ± 13 Kyr bp (Aitken et al. 1986), while one of the
human skulls has been dated by non-destructive gamma-ray
spectrometry at 253 +53/-37 Kyr bp (Yokoyama 1989).
Studies of the biological remains recovered from the Biache
sediments (vertebrates, molluscs, and pollen) show that
hominids were there during an interglacial phase ( I IA . fine-
grained fluvial deposits), and just after the end of an inter-
glacial. This would be during 'cool-temperate' or 'boreal-
continental' early glacial conditions, intermediate between
the full interglacial conditions at Maastricht-Belvédère,
Ehringsdorf, and other sites discussed above and the cold
period sites described below (cf. Tuffreau et al. 1982).
The site of Beauvais (La Justice) may be one of the rare
northern French sites that possibly testifies lo human
occupation in a steppic context during OIS 6 (Locht et al.
1995). although recent dating studies seem to position this
site in OIS 4. Flint artefacts were recovered in association
with remains of reindeer, woolly rhinoceros, horse (Equus
cf. germanitus). mammoth and bison (Bison priscus). The
site is at the foot of a tertiary hi l l , below aeolian sands with
possible traces of last interglacial (Eemian) and Early
Weichselian soils.
Above the Ariendorf I find level mentioned above is a
second archaeological level (Bosinski et al. 1983; Turner
1986) in a Saalian loess unit, Ariendorf 2. Here, a small,
partially conjoinable lithic assemblage, consisting of simple
Hakes made from local raw material, was associated with a
dense concentration of bone, also dominated by horse, woolly
rhinoceros, and large bovids. This fauna again indicates
occupation in an open environment with herbaceous vegetation
during a cold climatic phase. The biostratigraphy of the
assemblage points to a late Saalian age, possibly OIS 6.
In the Neuwied Basin, just to the south of Ariendorf and
across the Rhine, there is a group of Middle Pleistocene
volcanoes whose loessic crater in-f i l l ings often contain stone
artefacts and humanly modified faunal remains (Bosinski
et al. 1986). Although the taphonomic context of these sites
is not always very clear, three of them, the Schweinskopf-
Karmelenberg, Tönchesberg 1, and Wannen volcanoes, have
yielded clear evidence for occupation of a cold and open
steppic environment during the penultimate glaciation (Justus
etal. 1987; Conard 1990; Schäfer 1990). Woolly rhinoceros,
mammoth, reindeer, and Arctic fox are among the faunal
remains at these sites, while find hori/.on 5 at Schweinskopl'
and the loess at Wannen and Tönchesberg I contained fossils
of I). f>nliclmi and /,. lagurus.
For decades, ihc loess sections in a pit near Achenheim,
in the French Upper Rhine Valley, have yielded, among the
many find hori/ons, important evidence for cold period
habitation during the penultimate glaciation (Wernert 1957;
Heim et al. 1982). Excavations in the 1970s uncovered new
archaeological finds from 'Sol 74', also dating to the
penultimate glaciation (Thévenin and Sainty 1974). including
the remains of mammoth, reindeer, and horse.
Another site, on the western fringe of Europe, also contains
evidence of human occupation under cold conditions: La
Cotte de St. Brélade on Jersey (Callow and Cornford 1986).
The site is on an island now, but in colder periods, the low
sea levels allowed the island to connect to the main European
continent. Rich occupation debris was found in the loessic
matrix of late Saalian (Stage 6) layer A, in association with a
fauna including mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, horse, and
reindeer. At the base of the overlying loess deposit (layer 3),
excavators found a concentration of bones, from several
rhinos and mammoths, associated with flint artefacts. A
similar situation is seen in layer 5, where occupation debris
was present at the base of a second boneheap. Loess (layer 6),
deposited under extremely cold climatic conditions, immedi . i
tely follows the bone concentration in the stratigraphie
sequence. In layer 5 as well as in layer 6, Dicmstonyx and
M. xregalis are present, leading Chaline and Brochet (1986)
to infer that these layers were formed when the area was
covered by a cold windswept steppe, 'a typical environment
of the periglacial /one'. Scott's (1986) study of the
boneheaps indicates that the bones of each level accumulated
during single occasions, and were covered by loess soon
after deposition. The bones must have been blanketed with
loess while their surfaces were s t i l l in excellent condition, with
some elements remaining articulated. This clearly indicates,
independent of the faunal species, that human occupation
occurred under cold and dry conditions immediately
preceding considerable loess deposition. Scott mentions
several instances of bones that must have been buried by
loess while there stil l was muscle or ligament holding them
together (Scott 1986: 169).
3.3 I'm E i ' M i A N MIDDI i PAI A I O I ITHIC (OIS 5 i . )
Zagwijn (1989) describes the Eemian vegetation of large
parts of western and central Europe as a broad-leaved forest
dominated by hornbeam (Carpinus). The c l imate was
oceanic far into central Europe; the Eemian sea had invaded
many coastal lowlands and occupied the entire Bal t ic Basin,
connecting the North Sea with the White Sea and the Arctic
Ocean (cf. Van Andel and T/.cdakis 1996). The forest
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succession during the Eemian interglacial was remarkably
uniform over large parts of the continent, and the vegetational
gradient was very gradual. The archaeological evidence
demonstrates tha t this environment supported a human
population.
The travertine sites in the region of Weimar have heen known
since the end of the 18th century. Here a series of Pleistocene
travertines is present, of which the Eemian are the youngest.
The Tauhach travertines have tradi t ional ly heen assigned
an Eemian age on the basis of their straligraphical position
and the enclosed floral and faunal remains. U-series age
determinations have confirmed t h i s assessment (Brunnacker
et al. 1983; Blackwcll and Schwarc/ 1986). These fully
interglacial deposits, with an E. (inii</uiu fauna, contain
evidence for the presence of hominids. including many flint
artefacts and some human teeth (Behm-Blancke I960:
Toepfer 1970; Mania 1988). The neighbouring Eemian
travertines of Weimar provide a s imi la r palaeontological and
archaeological picture. To the west of these two sites, the
travertines of Burgtonna yield, alongside many plant remains,
102 mollusc species, indicat ing that the few flint artefacts
found there were deposited in the c l ima t i c opt imum of the
Eemian interglacial (Schater 1909: Mania 1978; Toepfer
1978). The travertines of Veltheim. near Halberstadt, are
about 100 km north of the sites just mentioned. They too
yield intcrglacial fauna and floral remains characteristic of a
mixed oak forest, together with a small flint assemblage
(Toepfer 1970).
The Lehringen site, in the northern lowland area of western
Germany, is well known for a yew spear found amidst bones
of E. antiquus, and the 25 flint artefacts associated with these
faunal remains (Adam 1951; Thieme and Veil 1985). Again,
the finds were present in Eem-interglaeial lake sediments,
deposited in a sedimentary basin that came into existence
after the retreat of the Saalian glaciers. The sediments of the
basin have yielded a rich fauna indicative of ful l interglacial
conditions. Pollen analyses of the deposits indicated that
human occupation took place in the lime-elm-ha/el period of
the Eem-interglacial forest (see Thieme and Veil 1985).
A site tha t shows some str iking similarities to the Leh-
ringen one has been excavated in a pit at Grobem, near
l .cip/ig. in Eem-interglacial lake deposits (Litt 1990; Erfurt
and Mania 1990). The excavators recorded 195 well-
preserved bones of E. antiquus, lying together in an area of
20 m: and forming an almost complete skeleton. Among the
bones, 27 flint artefacts were found. Some of the artefacts
show traces ot use. and the flake inventory closely resembles
the one from Lehringen (Heussner and Weber 1990).
The elephant bones belonged to an adult individual with an
estimated age of 35 to 40 years. The skeleton displayed
traces of os i i t i s and may represent the remains ot a
scavenged animal . Pollen analysis of the deposits indicates
that humans visited the site in the Eem interglacial , around
the transition between the ha/el-yew-lime period (pollen
zone 4b) and the hornbeam period (pollen zone 5). that is,
under full interglacial conditions.
The Grobem site is si tuated in one of the three Eemian
sedimentary basins wi th archaeological remains, on the older
moraine belt of the Halle-Leip/ig area, near the southern
l i m i t of the Saale glaciat ion (sec Eissmann c t al. 1988). These
basins arc confined to depressions carved by the advance of
the Saalian glaciers that became effective as sediment traps
with the disintegration of the glacial ice. The basin fill
consists of Eemian interglacial and Weichsclian glacial
deposits. The basins were discovered in large-scale exposures
in brown coal quarries
The basin of Rabutz was already well known for i ts
mammal ian fossi ls m the 19th century. It has yielded rich
interglacial floral and faunal remains (with, for example.
E. unlK/iiin. 1). kirchhrri;cii<ii<< and E. orbiculari'i). associated
with a Middle Palaeolithic flint industry (Toepfer 1958).
The majority of these artefacts come from full interglacial
deposits, in which oak dominates among the 69 species ot
plant remains represented, with ha/el, alder, lime and ash
also present (cf. Toepfer 1958. 1970).
The Grabschut/ basin. 10 km northeast of Rahul/, contained
E. iintu/iiii\. ( V n / < s c/«/)/»/v and Caprculus «;/ ' /v<>//n among
its vertebrates, together with pollen evidence indicating
fu l l interglacial conditions. The presence of man is attested
by a few flint artefacts (Eissmann et ni. 1988; Eissmann
1990).
A very important site is Neumark-Nord. in the valley of
the Geisel, near Halle (Mania and Thomae 1989; Mania ci al.
1990). Erom 1985 onwards, an importai!! series of archaeologi-
cal occurrences has been recovered from interglacial
sediments in the brown coal quarry of Neumark-Nord.
The sediments were deposited in a flat basin formed by coal
diapirism following the retreat ot the Saalian glacier. The
age of this interglacial sequence has been the subject of some
discussion between those favouring an Eemian age (e.g.,
Eissmann 1990: /.agwijn 199lb) and proponents ot an intra-
Saal ian interglacial age (Mama <•/ <// . 1990). In the inter-
glacial sequence, two shore l eve l s arc especially conspicuous
from an archaeological point of view. Excavations of these
shore regions have yielded remains - sometimes nearly
complete skeletons - of large mammals (rhinoceros, giant
deer, red deer, auroch. and especially fallow deer) that are
occasionally associated with Middle Palaeolithic fl int
assemblages dominated by unmodified flakes. The ful l
interglacial character of the hominid occupation on the
shores of a small lake is demonstrated by the abundant floral
remains, with Quen-i<\. Cor\lu\. Ciirpinm*. Tti.\n\. Tilia.
tti/.u/.v. and l/c\ present. E. orhiciilurn is again one of the
species present here.
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3.4. ' I 'm- WHCHSH IAN MIDDI i l ' \ i \i 01 r i m e (OIS 5n-3)
Excavations in the East Eifel (Bosmski et al. 1986) have also
yielded evidence relevant to our understanding of the Late
Pleistocene settlement of Northern Europe. Although many
of the find hon/ons from the craters of the Eiast Eifel are not
pristine contexts, finds from the Early Weichselian humic
colluvium of layer 2B at Tönchesherg demonstrate occupation
ol the region during a period immediately following the
Eemian interglacial. Here, a diverse lithic assemblage is
associated wi th a warm period fauna inc luding Ihn
primigeniu.'i and I) dama, and molluscan species indicative
of relatively warm, but not fully interglacial, conditions
(Tinnes 1987; Conard 1990; Van Kolfschoten 199()c; Roth
1990).
The site of Wallertheim in the drainage area of the Wies-
bach, 20 km southwest of Main/, also provides evidence for
the occupation of the Rhine valley between the Eem and the
first glacial maximum of the last glacial cycle. The major
excavations of 1927 and 1928 (Schmidtgen and Wagner
1929), and current excavations (Conard et al. 1995),
recovered faunal remains and lithic artefacts from a thick
series of stream deposits that probably post-date the Eem and
pre-date the main Weichselian loess of Wallertheim (Bosmski
et al. 1985). The rich molluscan fauna from the stream
deposits indicate an open landscape with cool temperatures
(Brunnacker in Bosinski et al. 1985). Bison dominates
among the large mammals, with the remains of at least 59
individuals which appear to have been butchered at the site
(Gaud/inski 1995).
A series of well-preserved Middle Palaeolithic find levels
was excavated in the I97()'s and I98()'s at Seclin, near
Lille in northern France (Tuffreau et al. 1985, 1994). Early
Weichselian (Brorup interstadial1 ' ) humic sediments yielded a
flint industry that is the result of various reduction sequences,
especially Levallois debitage and Upper Palaeolithic blade
technology. The large number of refits (Révil lon 1988)
indicates the primary-context character of this site. Pollen
analyses showed that human occupation (D7) took place in
a boreal context (prairie boi\ec), wi th pine, spruce, ha/el and
alder (Leroi-Gourhan et al. 1978). More recent occupation
(1)41 took place in a more steppic environment, with a
gallery forest, in which pine and alder were present, but
spruce was absent. Burnt Hints from the site yielded a TL
age of 95 ± 10 Kyr bp for level D7 and 91 ± I I Kyr bp for
level D4 (Aitken, in Tuffreau et al. 1994).
The site of Le Mont-Dol (Ile-et-Vilaine, France) testifies,
according to Monnier (1980). to an early Weichselian
occupation (Stage 5b?). The archaeological assemblage
was recovcrd below a head that sealed off a former beach.
A Ferrassie industry was associated with remains of amongst
others mammoth, woolly rhino, horse, reindeer, and giant
deer. Study of the microfauna indicates occupation in a rather
marshy environment close to the site, with dry steppic condi-
tions on higher terrain.
The deposits of the Ascherleben lake at Konigsauc yielded
a Middle Palaeolithic industry w i t h abundant faunal remains,
deposited in an early part of the Weichselian period. The
fauna includes reindeer, mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, horse
and red deer, together with palaeo-botanical evidence which
points to the existence of a steppic environment with
scattered woods (Mania and Toepfer 1973).
In the loess pit at Ariendorf, a small assemblage (Arien-
dorf 3) was found in a humic soil hori/on at the base of the
lasl glacial loess. The larger mammal remains indicate an open
herbaceous environment, with mammoth, woolly rhinoceros,
and horse. Temperate elements, such as those recorded at the
nearby site of Tönchesberg 2B, are absent (Turner 1989).
An important site is Sal/gitter-Lebenstedt, located in the
southern part of the northern German plain, about 20 km
southwest of Braunschweig. The site was discovered in 1952,
when artefacts and faunal remains were found during digging
operations 4 m below the groundwater level (Tode et al. 1953;
Tode 1982). The combination of the well-preserved organic-
remains and the presence of a rich Middle Palaeolithic f l in t
industry was one of the reasons for further excavation in
1977 (Grote 1978; Grote and Preul 1978). The excavators are
of the opinion that the archaeological material was deposited
in an earlier part of the Weichselian, an interpretation
supported by several I4C dates, which point to a minimum
age of 58 Kyr bp for the site (Grote and Thieme 1985).
Bosinski (1963), however, on typological grounds, considers
the site to date from an earlier glacial cycle. During the
formation of the archaeological assemblage, the site was
situated at the mouth of a wide glacial valley. The environ-
ment has been described as a 'grassy tundra', w i t h scattered
coniferous trees, the dwarf birch K. naiui and cold-adapted
willows (Siili\ /xi/ans and S. herhacea). In this subarctic
environment, reindeer, mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, bison
and horse were present. The faunal remains from the 1952
and 1977 excavations are dominated by reindeer, which
represents about 80% of all identified remains (Staeschc
1983).
From a comprehensive study of over 300 sites and
archaeological layers of the Middle Palaeolithic from west-
central Europe, Bosinski (1967: 68) concluded that the
Mousterian of the region is, when faunal remains are
preserved, always associated with a cold fauna that invariably
includes horse, reindeer, mammoth, and woolly rhinoceros.
Evidence from numerous cave siies in southern Germany
also testifies to Middle Palaeolithic adaptation to cold and
open landscapes that were not very different from the ones
occupied by their Upper Palaeolithic successors Bockstein-
schmiede and the adjacent cave of Bocksteinloch in the Lone
Valley are two of these sites (Wet/el and Bosinski 1969). The
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Middle Palaeoli thic find levels in the Upper Danube region
contain faunal assemblages wi th horse, woolly rhinoceros,
mammoth, musk-ox, bison and reindeer. The microfuunu also
indicates cold conditions, wi th typical representatives of arctic
tundras in association with, and in some levels dominating,
steppe elements. The mega- and micro-mammalian lamia
furthermore indicates that in protected valleys, some gallery
forests may base been present, in an otherwise open environ-
ment (Hahn and Kind 1991). Miiller-Beck (1988) lias
focused on th is topic, concluding that Late Middle Palaeo
l i thic groups had adjus ted lo the same environmental
conditions as aurignacian ones - mainly a Miiiiniiiiiliii<,-
KdiiKifer-fa/iiiis fauna, with additional remains of Cervus -
and that earlier Middle Palaeolithic occupation was marked
by even colder and more extreme conditions.
3.5 DISCUSSION
The data presented above give a rather static description of
the environments in which archaeological sites are si tuated.
without us being able to specify the ecological structure of
these environments, let alone to indicate which parts were
actually exploited by Middle Palaeolithic hominids. The
degree of resolution of the methods at our disposal is s imply
nol suff icient lo answer such questions, so tha t a simple
presence/absence analysis of species considered to be key
markers in this discussion is all that is possible. Additionally,
we hardly have any idea about the s/,c of the area that the
data informs us about: only when various kinds of
environmental evidence (molluscs, niicromamnials and
pollen for example) co-occur can one. at least partially, come
to terms with such questions
Nevertheless, as discussed at length elsewhere (Roebrocks
c/ al. I992a). the evidence very clearly shows that Middle
and Late Pleistocene hominids lived in a wide range ol
environments. These included not just the more open
environments between fu l l glacial and fu l l interglacial
extremes, that accounted for more than 60% of Pleistocene
t ime in the last 700 Kyr (Gamble 1986). but also environ-
ments that can be classified as ful l interglacial on all
accounts. There were surely differences hi'twccn inlerglacials.
as slated above. Furthermore, the Femian interglacial
vegetation, l ike that ot < ; / i v in te rg lac ia l period, certainly did
not consist of one dense forest only: for instance, gra/ing
activities of large herbivores may have created large open
areas along the interglacial rivers (Lock 1972; Turner 1975).
These open corridors through forested areas must have acted
as a kind of highways for Pleistocene hunter-gatherers
(cf. Gamble and Roebroeks. t h i s volume). All archaeological
sites, that on basis of palacoccological evidence can be ascribed
to ful l interglacial phases, are from either river- or lakeshore
contexts, i.e. the relatively open areas w i t h i n interglacial
forested environments.
While the environmental tolerance of Middle Palaeol i th ic
foragers was qu i te large, th i s does not imply t h a t the northern
pails of Europe saw continuous occupation. Glacial maxima
seem lo have led to a depopulation of these regions, as there
are no finds that can unambiguously be attributed to the
phases of glacial maxima This is comparable to the s i tua t ion
during the Last Glacial Maximum (OIS 2) when modern
humans temporarily gave up t h i s area. Furthermore, our lack
of resolution does not allow us to mle i him the 'archaics '
handled the short and dramatic cl imatic f luc tua t ions tha t
might have occurred, as suggested by the analysis of ice-core
data: the Greenland ice-core (Dansgaard c t al. 1993: GRIP
1993) suggests that within the Eemian (OIS 5e) temperature
drops of up to IO"C were possible within 10 to 20 years.
- contested - rapid changes that we are unable to monitor in
our archaeological settings.
It is f inal ly worthwhile mentioning that, at first sight, the
number of sites tha t can be assigned to the Eemian v \ (5e)
is K m : only nine have been listed in the review. It is worth-
while pointing out that this low number migh t be an artefact
of the fine chronological resolution that we have in the
Eemian. The Eemian is a unique case as. for the first time in
2.5 mi l l i on years of human prehistory, we are able to assign
a set of sites to a t ime slice of K).O(X) years' (Muss i and
Roebroeks | 199h| mention that a comparable resolution in
the Gravettian (30 to 20 Kyr bp) also yields an image of an
'empty Europe'). And indeed, it we count the total number
of sites listed in our review with the presence of good
palacoenvironmental evidence, we end up with about 20 for
the total Middle Palaeolithic (excluding the Eemian). i.e. less
than one for every 10,000 years of Middle Palaeolithic t ime!
In t h a t sense, the number of Eemian sites is surprisingly
high, especially in view of the short durat ion of th i s
interglacial.
4. Some aspects of Middle Palaeolithic land use
The foregoing section showed that at least some aspects
ol the former na tura l environment of the area at stake here
can he described in some detail. Using some of these
environmental parameters and combining them w i t h data
collected in ethno-archaeological research, one could try to
develop general models lor earlier sett lement systems.
start ing from the assumption that the distribution of natural
resources determines to a high degree the way people move
through landscapes. This is the 'common sense' approach in
Palaeolithic archaeology (certainly as far as one is dealing
with 'modern humans ' ) : the environment is exploited by
means of a highly varying set of mobil i ty strategies, that
have to compensate for various spat ia l and chronological
incongruencies in the distribution of ke\ resources. The
outcome ol t h i s interaction between environment and hum,in
mobility strategies has been described by Binford in terms of
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two different sets of settlement systems, the well-known
foragers vs. collectors distinction (1980). This dichotomy
forms the conceptual framework wi th in which the majority
of discussions on former land use take place (cf. Lieberman
and Shea 1994).
There are a few problems with this 'common sense'
approach though, one from a cultural-anthropological point of'
view, and two others from I he perspective of archaeologists.
Firstly, while the above-mentioned cultural-ecological
approach towards people's spatial behaviour dominates
Palaeolithic archaeology, it is in str iking contrast to the
approach in cultural anthropology, which suggests that
hunter-gatherer organisation may be motivated by relation-
ships other than those of people to land in the sense
mentioned above, for instance by relations with other groups,
and by a fundamentally different perception of nature, as
exemplified in the well-known 'dreaming' view of the
Australian landscape (cf. Myers 1986; see also Ingold 1986;
Descola 1992). Needless to say, such ways of life are
ultimately rooted in the capacity to symboli/e, and for many
researchers therefore out of the question for the time period
at stake at the Arras-workshop.
Furthermore, we have already indicated above that it is not
easy to translate the data on the environmental background
of Middle Palaeolithic occupation into data on the structure,
productivity and accessibility of former food resources in
northern Europe. And finally the most important problem
here is that both approaches - the 'Walking Stomachs' and
the 'Talking Heads' approaches, as they were called at the
Arras-meeting, are very hard to work with in an archaeologi-
cal context because of the structure of archaeological data at
our disposal (although the first one is appealing because of
its many links to environmental variables). The difference
between actually observing people moving through land-
scapes, and interpreting time-averaged material remains of
former activities (encased in various forms in a variety of
sedimentary envelopes) make for a big discrepancy between
the two levels of analysis, i.e. ethnographical observations
and syntheses, and archaeological practice. In archaeological
practice, we have to deal with problems such as the contem-
poraneity of sites, their hori/.ontal and vertical integrity and
other aspects of site- and landscape formation (cf. Rensink
1995). Together with the very patchy exposure of sediments,
the scarcity of well-studied sites and the absence of a solid
chronological framework, these factors seriously l imi t the
value of any 'ethnographic' approach of the Middle Palaeo-
li thic record.
As stated before, on the level of ind iv idua l sites, locales, it
is sometimes possible lo document short-term events, where
one can actually 'see' a Levallois-corc being reduced or an
animal butchered. In that sense, occasional ethnographic
'snapshots' arc possible, as for instance well-documented at
one of the Maastricht-Belvédère-sites (Site C, Roebroeks 1988;
Schlanger 1996). But even within such locales (clusters of
clusters), it is impossible to relate the individual clusters/
snapshots to each other in a behaviourally meaningful way:
one can only guess at the character of their relationship,
as far as chronology and association are concerned
(Roebroeks 1988, Site C). Even such well-preserved sites are
taphonomically very complex, and in the end one has to
agree with Binford that the "archaeologist must realize that a
buried deposit is not a preserved 'moment of the past' but is
in fact a buried surface collection" (Binford 1987: 20).
With only a l i t t le exaggeration, one could say that the
Middle Palaeolithic record from this, and from any, region is
caught between 'five minutes at the locale' and 2(),()()() years
(or more) at the regional level. These two extremes will serve
as starting point to dis t i l l some information on Middle
Palaeolithic use of the northern landscapes.
Ethnographic snapshots, though rare, are documented
within various sedimentary contexts in our working area,
mostly in water-laid deposits from river- and/or lake
contexts. Here, one can document the occasional single
skeleton surrounded by a few flakes (e.g., Lehringen and
Grobem), or uncover series of Hakes that can be conjoined to
reconstruct the original f l in t block and hence the resulting
reduction process. Though the relationships between such
smal l c lus te rs are d i f f i c u l t if not impossible (o disentangle
(see above), detailed studies of such clusters have yielded
information on the spatial behaviour of their makers at the
local level. At Belvédère, refitting and study of the 'missing'
elements showed that f l i n t cores and flakes were constantly
being carried around in this former river valley, and that
highly visible f l in t rich 'sites' were present against a very
low-density background of artefacts all over the quarry. The
fact that these low density scatters contained different sets of
artefacts than the rich 'patches' led Roebroeks et al. ( I992b)
to differentiate between places where technology was
maintained and places where it was used, e.g., direct
subsistence activities were away from the rich sites. Such a
spatial separation of activities, wi th in the overall presence
of lithic artefacts, has also been documented at other sites
where fieldwork has been directed towards a study of the low
density scatters in which the flint rich sites are present, e.g..
at the much earlier Ferme de l'Epinette (Cagny) location
(Tuffreau et al. 1997).
These 'five minute' sites often display a quite spectacular
preservation of archaeological remains, but nevertheless
the complete Middle Palaeolithic database from the area at
stake here has not yielded solid indications for a longer and
consistent use of one spot, e.g., in terms of a camp out of
which one group operated for some time. Short term,
episodic and highly mobile indeed seem to be key words in
characterising the spatial behaviour of Middle Palaeolithic
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hominids. Although some physical structures are claimed tor
the later phases of the Middle Palaeolithic (cf. Kolen, this
volume), their extreme rarity' is striking in contrast to their
more common occurrence in the later phases of the Upper
Palaeolithic, a pattern that can not be explained in terms of
differential site preservation only. And although burnt Hints
are very common at Middle Palaeolithic sites (yet more
str iking, in v i e w of their vir tual absence in Lower Palaeo-
lithic contexts), hearth structures arc conspicuously absent, as
are sites where one can observe that concentrations of burnt
material acted as a kind of focus for the discard of other
forms of artefacts .
In the last decade, raw material studies shi t ted some ol our
attention towards the study of the former use of landscapes
rather than sites, e.g.. by studying raw material transfers in
the Middle and Upper Palaeolithic (Geneste 1985, 1988;
Roebroeks c t al. 1988; Rensink cl al. 1991; Féblot-Augustins
1993 and this volume). While the evidence from our area
suggests that the Middle Palaeolithic use of raw materials
was predominantly local, it also shows that early Middle
Palaeolithic groups were moving over areas with maximum
dimensions of 80 to more than 100 km. These distances are
measured as the crow Hies, wi th lines drawn between the
original H in t sources and the excavations where artefacts
were recovered. Such a flint connection runs from the
Dutch/Belgium flint area near Maastricht to the Neuwied
Basin in Germany. This connects the southern boundary of
the north European plain with the MittelKchiw (even longer
connections between two geographical ent i t ies are known in
Central Europe, for example between the margins of the Polish
plain and the northern mountains of Hungary [Roebroeks , /
cil. 1988; Féblot-Augustins 1993 and this volume]).
Such transfers give us a vague idea of the si/e of arc.is
known to Middle Palaeolithic hominids. Within these- areas,
various locations seem to have been visited regularly,
sometimes over periods ol thousands of years. La Cotte de
St. Brélade, Biache-Saint-Vaast and Seclin are but some
examples of sites with several find levels. Interestingly,
the site of Bagarre-Etaples (Pas-de-Calais) documents the
production of blade-like Hakes over a very long period of
time. These finds have been recovered from the terrace
gravels as well as from the overlying fine-grained river
deposits, a sequence covering a period of several thousands
of years (Tuffreau and Zuate Y Zuber 1975). One could
speculate whether such frequently visited places were fixed
points in settlement systems: locations that were very well
known and regularly visited for reasons tha i elude us. This
certainly seems to have been the case at La Cotte de St. Ba-
lade, where the many levels show striking consistencies
in human responses to changes in local raw material
ava i l ab i l i ty . These were caused by sea level variations:
'wasteful' reduction strategics in periods when high sea
levels eroded good quality flint nearby, continuous
resharpening of tools and import of non-local materials in
low sea level periods. Such imports must have been based on
previous knowledge of the raw material situation at La Cotte.
suggesting that knowledge of various aspects of the natural
environment was transmitted from generation to generation.
This is not surprising as there are many sites where discrepan-
cies between the number of cores and the number of large
flakes struck trom them suggest that these locations were
workshops, where large amounts of flakes were produced for
use elsewhere. Such quarries. Etouvies in the Somme valley,
A u l t - O n i v a l at the French coast or Sains-en-Amienois are but
some examples, must have been fixed points on the mental
maps of Middle Palaeolithic foragers. Interestingly. Féblot-
Augustins ( th i s volume) also makes a comparable point by
siressmg t h a t the recurrence of provenances of raw materials
cannot be fortuitous, and might indicate transmission of
shared knowledge relative to particular landmarks.
5. Discussion
The area reviewed in this paper is certainly among the most
well-researched of Palaeolithic Europe, but despite all that
went into it, the structure of the record sets serious limits
to the resolution of our data, and thus to any simple and
straightforward 'ethnographic' analysis of the rich database
Some general conclusions, however, can be drawn.
All evidence suggests that Middle Palaeolithic groups were
high ly mobile, and ranged over the northern areas over
distances sometimes exceeding 100 km. Recurrent patterns,
in both raw material procurement and the specific use of
locations, over very long periods of time indicate that
knowledge on specific landmarks was t ransmit ted over many
generations, probably including knowledge necessary for
coping wi th a wide range of environments. Despite all the
resolution problems discussed throughout the paper, it is
clear that Middle Palaeolithic groups were able to cope with
a wide range of environments, from cold and open, wind-
swept, mammoth steppes to the more forested inlerglacial
environments, where open river valleys may have formed the
main focus of their wanderings ( ( ramble and Roebroeks. this
volume). We must, however, not forget that their presence in
a wide range of environments also carries implicat ions for
our view on the subsistence strategics of these 'archaics':
while a scavenging-based way of northern survival seems
feasible in more open environments w i th large herds of prey
species and a resulting high natural mortality, this is more
diff icul t to envisage in more closed environments, where
hunting must have played a key role in dietary strategies.
Independently, fauna l studies of va r ious Middle Palaeolithic
assemblages - including rich ones from our area, such as
Biache-Saint-Vaast - strongly suggest that Middle
Palaeolithic hominids were indeed capable hunters of large
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game animals (e.g., Gaud/inski, this volume), a suggestion
made plausible by evidence from other disciplines, e.g.,
comparative anatomy (e.g., Aiello and Wheeler's 'expensive
tissue hypothesis' |1995|). The recent finds of at least
35(),(XH) year old wooden hunting weapons from Schöningen
in Germany (Thieme 1997) show that hunt ing may have been
an integral part of early human behaviour from the earliest
occupation of Europe onwards.
notes
I One interesting (but contested, cl Kolen, this volumel case has
been described by Stapert. who recently presented a simple method
for analysing Stone Age sites of a special type: those characterised
by the presence ol a hearth closely associated m space with an
artefact scatter (Stapert 1992). He developed his 'Ring and Sector'
method to simply describe the spatial patterns in the distribution of
flint artefacts relating to hearths. The idea behind this feature-
oriented spatial analysis is that such 'domestic' hearths were focal
points in the daily life of Pleistocene hunter-gatherers, at tracting
many ac t iv i t ies , including those that did not require the direct use of
fire or heat. Most of his studies focused on Upper Palaeolithic
artefact scatters, hut three Middle Palaeolithic sites were analysed
too: Buhlen and Rheindahlen-Westwand ( B l ) in Germany, and
Maastricht-Belvédère Site C in the Netherlands. At the first two
sites, archaeologists have postulated dwellings, although only
Buhlen had a visible archaeological structure. At Belvédère, the
presence of a dwel l ing was considered h i g h l y un l ike ly . Stapert could
only find indicat ions for the former existence of a dwel l ing structure
at Buhlen: Layer 4 of the lower site yielded a late Middle Palaeo-
lithic assemhlage, associated with a circle of dolomite boulders with
a diameter of about 5 m. At the centre ol t h i s stone circle, ,i large
hearth was present, which was thought to have been in use during
the occupation of the original dwelling. Stapert's analysis of the f l int
scatter indicates that the circle indeed was a dwelling structure: in
the ring d is t r ibut ion of stone artefacts, a first peak is present 1-1.5 m
from the hearth (the drop /one sr/nw Bmford), and a second peak
2-2.5 m from the hearth roughly coincides with the ring of large
stones: "The ring distribution as a whole is remarkably similar to
several diagrams obtained for the site of (ionnersdoiT' (Stapert
1992: 200; but see Kolen, this volume).
Table 1. Schematic survey of the mam Middle Palaeolithic sites discussed in this paper, with a rough indication of their ecological and
chronological setting.
Late Pleistocene
Late Middle Pleistocene
Interglacial Environments
Neumark-Nord
Grabschutz
Rabutz
Grobem
Lehringen
Veitheim
Taubach, Weimar, Burgtonna
Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt
Ehringsdorf
Maastricht-Belvédère
Intermediate Environments
Seclin
Wallertheim
Tönchesberg
Königsaue
Biache-Saint-Vaast
'Cold Steppic' Environments
Bocksteinschmiede
Balve
Kartstein
Sal/.gitter-Lebenstedt
Ariendorf 3
Beauvais La Justice
Achenheim 'Sol 74'
La Cotte de St. Bréladc
Schweinskopf/Wannen
Ariendorf 2
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